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I. Introduction 
A classical problem in the theory of rings is to embed a ring R in a 
ring R with identity so that R has certain properties relative to R, for 
example so that R is an ideal of R. An analogous problem exists in the 
theory of vector lattices, that is: Can a vector lattice be embedded in 
a vector lattice with weak unit? The terms vector lattice and weak unit 
are defined for example in [2]. Just as in the case of rings this problem 
may be solved by "adjoining" a (weak) unit 2): If V is a vector lattice 
and R is the vector lattice of real numbers, then let L= V EB R, the vector 
space direct sum of V and R, where (v, r) < (vl, rl) if either v<vl or v=vl 
and r.;;;r1 • With respect to this order Lis a vector lattice and i(v)=(v, 0) 
is an injection of V into L which preserves the vector lattice structure 
of V. The reader can verify that (0, I) is a weak unit for L. This embedding 
is crude in the sense that certain interesting properties which V might 
have need not be shared by L. For example, Lis not archimedean and 
hence not conditionally a-complete although V may be. In addition i V 
is not order-dense in L. A vector sublattice S of a vector lattice Q is 
order-dense in Q if for every non-zero f E Q there is a non-zero s E S such 
that lsi< ill· The purpose of this note is to show that every vector lattice 
V can be embedded in a vector lattice L with weak unit such that Vis 
order-dense in L. The proof of this result depends on a certain extension 
theorem of AMEMIY.A [I] as well as an inverse limit construction. For 
definitions pertaining to the concept of inverse limit see [ 4 ]. As a corollary 
it is shown that every archimedean vector lattice can be embedded in 
an order-dense fashion in a conditionally complete F-ring. 
2. Projectable vector lattices 
Let V be a vector lattice. If for a given x in V the supremum V~_ 1 nlxi AY 
exists for every y~O in V, then the operator [x] where [x]y= V~_ 1nlxiAY 
is called the projector of x. For arbitrary y E V the operator [x] is defined 
as follows: [x]y= [x]y+- [x]y-. Projectors on a-complete vector lattices 
1 ) This paper was prepared while the author was a Fellow of the Summer 
Research Institute of the Canadian Mathematical Congress, 1959. 
21 This construction is due to I. AMEMIYA. 
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(continuous semi-ordered linear spaces) are discussed extensively by 
NAKANO (5]. With AMEMIYA (I] we say a vector lattice V is projectable 
if every X E v possesses a projector. It can be shown that Nakano's 
Theorems 7.I through 7.6 in [5] are valid for projectors in a projectable 
vector lattice. The main result of this section is that every projectable 
vector lattice can be embedded (as an order-dense vector sublattice) in 
a projectable vector lattice with weak unit. 
Let IDe= {x,. E VllX E 2!} be a set of positive elements of V with the 
following properties : 
(i) lX-1={3=) x,. A Xp=O. 
(ii) x E V and xt=O=) lxl Ax,.t=O for some lX E2!. 
Such a set IDe can always be extracted from V by Zorn's Lemma. Let 
D=D(WC) stand for the set {z E VIz is the supremum (sum) of a finite set 
of elements of IDe}. The set Dis directed by the order relation of V. For 
each zED let Pz be the set of all x € V such that lxl Ay=O if z A y=O. 
Lemma 2.I. The set Pz is an l-ideal of V and the element z is a weak 
unit of Pz. 
Proof. lfx,yEPz, then lxiAw=O and IYIAw=O for every wEV 
with the property z A w=O. Therefore (lxl+ IYJ) Aw=O whenever z A w=O 
and since lx-yl< lxl+ IYI, it follows that lx-yl Aw=O whenever z AW=O. 
Thus Pz is a subgroup of V. In addition Pz is a linear manifold of V because 
IA.x I A w = 0 if and only if lx I A w = 0. It is now easy to show Pz is an l-ideal. 
If x E Pz and x A z=O, then X= X A x=O and hence z is a weak unit of Pz. 
An l-ideal I of a vector lattice V is said to be closed if from 
{xp E Vlx11 ;;.0, {3 E ~}~I and X= V11 E 18x11 
belongs to V it follows that x E I. 
Corollary 2 .I. For each z ED, Pz is closed. 
Proof. Suppose {x11 E Vlx11 ;;.0, {3 E ~} ~ Pz and x= V11 E 18x11 belongs to 
V. Then for each {3 E ~, x11 AW=O whenever z AW=O. However, 
(Vpe'i8Xp) A W= Vpe'i8(Xp A w)=O; 
and therefore x A w=O whenever z A w=O. 
If u < v for u, v E D, then define the mapping ll uvX = [ u ]x for x E P v· 
Lemma 2.2. The mapping lluv is a homomorphism of the vector 
lattice Pv onto Pu. 
Proof. From (5, Theorem 3.2] it follows that [u]x E Pu for each 
x E V and u ED. Since Nakano's proof [5, Theorem 7.I] of the linearity 
of [u] does not depend on a-completeness, [u] is linear, and since u;;. 0, [u] 
is order preserving. From [5, Theorem 7.6] it follows that lluv= [u] is 
a lattice homomorphism. 
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Lemma 2. 3. If w<,v<,q, then Ilwvllvq=Ilwq for w, v, qED. 
Proof. This lemma is valid if it can be shown that [w] [v] X= [w]x 
for each x;> 0 in Pq. By [5, Theorem 7.2] [w][w] = [w]; hence [w][v]x<, [w]x. 
Since w<,v, [w]x< [v]x and [w]x= [w][w]x< [w][v]x. Therefore the lemma 
is valid. 
Corollary 2.2. For v ED, IlvvX=X. 
From the preceding lemmas and corollaries it follows that~= {(Pz,Ilzw)l 
for z, wED} is an inverse system. Let L=L(SJR) stand for the inverse 
limit of ~- L is a partially ordered vector space with respect to the 
relation: f<g if and only if f(u)<,g(u) for all u ED. Here f(u) and g(u) 
stand respectively for the components off and g corresponding to u ED. 
Proposition 2.1. The partially ordered vector space L is a vector 
lattice which possesses a weak unit. 
Proof. Let f+ be the function on D to V for which f+(u) = (f(u))+. 
From [5, Theorem 7.6] it follows that for u<,v, 
Iluvf+(v)= [u](f(v) v 0)=/(u) v O=f+(u). 
Therefore f+ E L. To show f+ is indeed the supremum off and 0 in L, 
suppose there ish EL such that h;;;;,O and h;;;;,f. Then h(u)>f(u) and 
h(u) > 0 for each u ED. Hence h(u) > f+(u) for each u ED and h;> f+. 
Therefore f+=sup {f, 0} in L and L is a vector lattice. 
Consider the function q defined as follows : q( u) = u for each u E D. 
If u<v, then Iluvq(v)=[u]v, but v=u+w where wED and uAw=O. 
Therefore [u]v=[u]u+[u]w=u. Thus Iluvq(v)=q(u) and qEL. The 
element q is a weak unit of L. In fact if q " f = 0, then u " f( u) = 0 for all 
u ED, and by Lemma 2.1, f(u) = 0 for all u ED. 
Proposition 2.2. The mapping x-+fx where fx(u)=[u]x for each 
u E D is an injection of V into L. 
Proof. The reader can verify that fx belongs to Land x--+ fx is linear 
and preserves lattice operations. 
To show X-+ fx is biunique, suppose fx=O. Then [u]x+= [u]x-=0 for 
all u E D. Hence [ x,,J x+ = [ x,J x- = 0 for all x,. E <;JR. Therefore x,. A lx I = 0 
for all x, E SJR and ixi=x=O by the definition of <;JR. 
Proposition 2. 3. The vector lattice L is projectable. 
Proof. For f, gEL and g;> 0 consider the function h(u) = [f(u)]g(u). 
To show hE L suppose u<,v. Then 
Iluvh(v)= [u][f(v)]g(v) 
= Vnnu A {Vmmf(v) A g(v)} 
= Vn Vmnu A mf(v) "g(v). 
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However, V1nmf(u) A g(u} exists in V; hence by [5, Theorem 2.5] 
Therefore hE L. 
Iluvh(v)= Vm[u](mf(v) A g(v)} 
= Vmmf(u) A g(u) 
= [f(u)]g(u) 
=h(u). 
To show that h= Vmm/f/A g, that is to show ([f]g)(u) = [f(u)]g(u), 
suppose k;;;..m/f/A g for m;;;.. l. Then k(u);;;.. [f(u}]g(u) for each u ED and 
hence k;;;..h. Therefore since h;;;..mJ//A g for each m, h= [f]g. Thus every 
element of L possesses a projector and L is projectable. 
Let i designate the mapping x-+ fx described in Proposition 2.2. Then 
i V stands for the image of V in L under i. 
Proposition 2.4. The vector lattice iV is order-dense in L. 
Proof. If O<,f EL, then [w]f EL for wE iD and ([w]f)(u) = [w(u)]f(u) 
by Proposition 2.3. Since w(u)= [u]w where w=i(w), we have 
([w]f)(u)= Vnn([u]w) A f(u) 
= Vnn(Vmmu A w) A f(u) 
= Vn Vmnmu A nw A f(u). 
([w]f)(u)= Vnnw A f(u) 
= [w]f(u) = [w][u]f(u) = [u]f(w). 
Otherwise w v u;;;.. w and 
hence 
([w]f)(w v u)= [w v u]f(w); 
([w]f)(u)= [u][w v u]f(w) 
= [u]f(w). 
Therefore [w]f E iV and since [w]f<f, it follows that iV is order-dense 
in L. 
Proposition 2.5. For every f;;;..O in L, 
(*) /= V;~~w[u]f, 
that is, every f> 0 in L is the supremum of elements of iV. 
Proof. From the proof of Proposition 2.4 we deduce that [u]f<,f 
for every u E iD. Suppose hE Land [u]f<h for each u E iD. Then since 
([f]g)(u) = [f(u)]g(u), it follows that 
([u]f)(v) = f(u) <,h(v) 
for u<,v in D where u=i(u). Hence f<h and equation (*)is valid. 
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Corollary 2.3. The weak unit q EL where q(u)=u for all u ED is 
the supremum of the elements of iD. 
The preceding results may be collected in the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. Every projectable vector lattice V can be embedded as 
an order-dense vector sublattice of a projectable vector lattice L which possesses 
a weak unit. In addition every non-negative element of L is a supremum of 
elements of V. 
Proposition 2. 6. If Vis archimedean or a-complete, then Lis as well. 
1 Proof. If O,;,f E L, then 0 <- f(u) for each n:;;;d and each u ED. 
n 
Suppose hE L and 
1 O<,h(u)<, -f(u) 
n 
for each u ED and each n> l. Then h(u) = 0 for each u ED because V 
is archimedean. Therefore h = 0 and L is archimedean. 
A similar argument using [5, Theorem 7.6) proves that Lis a-complete 
if V is. 
The following example shows that for a given projectable vector lattice 
V the extension L('im) is dependent on the 'im: used in its construction: 
Let V stand for the vector lattice of lebesgue measurable real functions 
on the line with compact support. Let 'im:1 be the set of characteristic 
functions of points and 'im:2 the set of characteristic functions of intervals 
{xJN<x<N+1} where N is an integer. L('im:1) is the vector lattice of all 
real functions on the line while L('im:2 ) is the vector lattice of all real 
lebesgue measurable functions on the line. 
3. Main result 
With AMEMIYA [1) we call an extension R of a vector lattice R a p-
extension if 
1) R is projectable, 
2) R is order-dense in R, 
3) the totality of projectors in R coincides with the least (Boolean) 
ring containing all projectors of elements of R, 
4) for every a E R, there exists a1, ... , ak E R and a1, ... , ak E R such 
that a= !~~l[an]an. 
Theorem 3 .1. (Amemiya). Every vector lattice R has a p-extension R 
which is unique up to isomorphism. 
AMEMIYA's method of proof [1] is first to define a spectral function cp 
of R as a lattice homomorphism of R into the three-point-lattice 
{- oo, 0, + oo} such that cp(a) # 0 for some a E R and cp(cxa) = cxcp(a) for 
all real ex# 0. These spectral functions are partially ordered by the relation: 
VJ<Cf! if JVJ(a)J < Jq;(a)J for all a E R. The proper space ~ of R is defined 
to be the set of all maximal spectral functions and is given the topology 
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generated by the sets U a= {rp E Rlrp(a) 7"'o 0}. The least algebra of subsets 
of~ containing the Ua's is designated by S2I, and we stands for the vector 
lattice of all functions from ~ to R such that /(~) is a finite subset of R 
and j-l(a) E S2{ for a E R. If 9( = {I Ewe lOt= 0} where o,= {rplrp E uf(<p)}, 
then wej9C is the unique p-extension of R. 
The main result of this note then follows from Amemiya's theorem. 
Theorem 3.2. Every vector lattice R can be embedded in a projectable 
vector lattice L with weak unit such that R is order-dense in L. 
Proof. From Theorem 3.1, it follows that R can be embedded in its 
p-extension .Rand by Theorem 2.1, .R can be embedded in L, a projectable 
vector lattice with weak unit. Therefore R can be embedded in L. Since 
both the embedding of R in 11 and the embedding of .R in L are order-
dense, so is the composition of the two and the theorem follows. 
Corollary 3 .1. If R is archimedean, then so is L. 
Proof. This follows from a remark of AMEMIYA [1, p. 135]. 
If A is archimedean, then A has a cut extension A [5, Chapter V] 
which by definition is a complete vector lattice and hence is projectable. 
Theorem 2.1 can be applied to A to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.3. For each archimedean vector lattice R there exists a 
projectable vector lattice L with a weak unit which is complete and an injection 
i of R into L such that every element f > 0 of Lis a supremum of elements of iR. 
Proof. Let 11 be the cut extension of R and let L be the extension 
of 11 with respect to some maximal orthogonal set we in .R as described 
in Section 2. Let i be the composition of the injection i1 of R in .R and the 
injection i 2 of .R in L. 
L is projectable and contains a weak unit by the results of Section 2. 
From Proposition 2.5 every element f> 0 in Lis a supremum of elements 
in i211, and by [5, Chapter V] every f> 0 in 11 is the supremum of elements 
in i1R. Thus if f E L, 
where D=D(we) and 
where f3 ranges over a set 58 and fpu E R. From [5, Theorem 7.6] one can 
prove 
Therefore, 
f= VueDi2(/(u)) = VueD Vpi2i1(/pu) 
= VuED,{3ef8i2il(/pu), 
and hence every element of L is a supremum of elements of iR. 
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Theorem 7.6 of [5] can be employed again to show that Lis a complete 
vector lattice. 
The vector lattice L of Theorem 3.3 is a complete F-space and hence 
by [3, Corollary 3. 7] can be embedded as an order-convex 3 ) subspace 
of a complete regular F-ring. Therefore we have 
Corollary 3.2. Every archimedean vector lattice R can be embedded 
in a complete regular F -ring K so that every element f;;. 0 of K is a supremum 
of elements of R. 
University of Toronto 
Toronto, Canada 
3) A subset A of a vector lattice V is order-convex if g, hE A and g~k~h imply 
that k EA. 
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